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Resources/Infrastructure 
● Limited people hired to take our online courses/programs to the next level 
● We’re lacking instructional designers, so can’t really build quality courses for faculty. 

(AMEN!!! We are in the same boat.) +1 
● We’re new to online learning, and are lacking many positions. Don’t have a school of 

continuing education, so there is no culture of working with adult learners. Very 
traditional, undergraduate, four year, liberal arts college. 

● Student support services being onboard - how to support online learners with land-based 
support services. How do you shift that mentality? 

● As you mature, how do you share information consistently and cross-role 
 
Faculty Support 

● Difficulty transitioning due to lack of training resources and motivation. 
● Interested in developed PLA to create non-credit to credit pathways for students. Our 

office of continuing ed could partner with credit programs to develop online modules that 
align with credit programs, and enable students to earn credit for degree program in 
more chunked, non-credit format and access different funding sources. Face barriers 
from faculty credit faculty to collaborate on the initiative due to concerns related to 
student assessment, maintaining standards, and lack of interest in going outside of their 
silo. 

● We are lacking effective faculty development for online faculty, both full time and adjunct. 
● Lacking effective training for faculty with LMS and finding a way to get all faculty 

engaged and on the same page. 
 
Academic Policies & Student Support 

● Different academic councils establishing different policies regarding online learning. Hard 
to communicate across governing structures. Hard to have consistent policies.  

● We’re not allowed to require training for faculty to teach online, which compromises 
quality. 

● Student services organized and schedule for day students, not online/part-time. 
● We definitely do not have enough online support for the online students. A writing center 

is needed to accommodate the online learners. 
● We want to have similar policies and procedures between online and residential, but are 

still working through how we can merge/streamline similarities and differences  
● Antiquated systems (like registration, financial aid, business office) frustrating students 

 
Culture & Relationships 

● Developing a good online requires a team approach (collaboration with instructional 
designer). This is a cultural barrier for traditional faculty.  
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● Some faculty members think online courses and programs aren’t “quality” 
● Understanding the culture of the demographics of the target student population (18-21 yr 

old vs. adult) 
● Our program is the only all online program and has grown by leaps and bounds. We 

need more support from administrators and buy-in from traditional faculty to support the 
full time online educator 

● Communication between academics/faculty, administration, and enrollment management 
continues to be an ongoing challenge. Adjustments are being made to help build a 
stronger relationship and culture, but still a while away from maintaining or confirming a 
strong, healthy culture for the online environment 

● Hesitation due to ideology of what a university should be as some faculty seem to be 
stuck in the traditional sense. “Selling out” 


